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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by the Mapping and Charting Research

Laboratory of the Ohio State University Research Foundation, under

USAF' Contract No. AF 18(600)90. The contract was administered under

the direction of the Mapping and Charting Branch. Photographic

Reconnaissance Laboratory, Air Research and Development Command,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, with Mr. D.L. Radcliffe,

Chief of the Mapping and Charting Branch, as Project Engineer.

Research and Development Order No. R683-44, "Charting, Aeron-

autical, Photogrammetry and Geodesy," and R683-58, "Aeronautical

Charting Systems", are applicable to this report.

This report is identified by the Ohio State Research Foundation

as OSURF Technical Paper 158, Project 485.
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ABSTRACT

As the gravity measurements at sea are very important for

establishing the World Geodetic System the author gives a glimpse

of the history, theory and praxis of these measurements as well as

of their reduction to sea level. The most important gravity

measuring cruises will be listed. Some erroneous opinions concerling

the speed and accuracy of the gravity measurements at sea will be

corrected.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

The publication of this report does not constitute approval

by the Air Force of the findings or conclusions contained therein.

It is published only for the exchange and stimulation of ideas.

FOR ..HE COMMANDING GENERA1:

SGORDON A. BLAKE
Brigadier General, USAF
Chief, Weapons Components Division
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ON GRAVITY K4ASTRMCNTS AT SCA

INTRODUCTION

The first, although primitive, instrument for gravity

measurements at sea was the fiathometer" of W. Sionene which he used

in 1875, but without success.

The apparatus devised by Mohn in 1899 for determining the

gravity correction of barometers is significant because in it the

interesting boiling point thermometer has been used for the first time

in estimating gravity. 0. Hecker improved this method and used it in

1901-1909 in his three gravity measurement cruises to the Atlantic

and Indian Oceans as well as to the Black Sea.

The principle of this method is as follows: the mercury column

of a barometer maintains equilibrium with the pressure of the outside

air, If the gravity will increase (or decrease) a little , under

unchanged other conditions, not only the air pressure but the weight

of the mercury column as well will increase (or decrease). Thus,

the equilibrium prevails again so that no changes of gravity can be

realised. The mercury column has therefore the same height at

different values of gravity. As the boiling temperature of water

depends on the air pressure we could obtain the absolute air

pressure if we only were able to measure the boiling temperature.

This we can do by the aid of boiling point thermometers. In

comparing this absolute air pressure with the reLative air pressure
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obtained from the barometer the value of gravity can be determined.

Although this method is not capable of high accuracy the

measurements by Hecker were able to prove that isostatic

equilibrium prevails at the oceans.

In 1939 th6 German geophysicist H. Haalck used for gravity

measurements at sea a gravimeter devised by him in 1931. The

principle of this instrument is as follows: the pressure, p, of an

enclosed gas can be measured by the height, h, of a mercury column

of a barometer, because we have the equation

p - bpC

where p is the density of mercury and, g, the gravity.

In differentiating this equation logarithmically and using the

equation of Boyle-Gay-Lussac we get

4 v + a - d t- h+ -.. + -4~dd
p v h p

where a to the expansion coefficient of the gas and dt the change

of the temperature. If now dh/h can be measured with the relative

accuracy of 10-6 and dt with the accuracy of ,0003° C, the error of

the measured, ft is only 1 ngal.

The instrument of iaalck is satisfactory for gravity measurements

on land. As to the gravity measurements at sea his test measuring

trips to the Baltic Sea have not been promising.

Very Interesting is the method which uses the gravimeter in a

diving bell which is lowered to the bottom of the sea. This method
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Is possible in the shallev'vaters• It has also been used by the

U.S. Geological Survey for the gravity measurements on the

Continental Shelf off the Louisiana-Texas coast vlth remarkable

success*

Still better Is the underwater gravineter of the Gulf Oil

Ce., because only the measuring instrument eeods to he lb oze4e te

the bottom of the sea and the gravity can be recorded by noaw8 ef the

remote control apparatus on board of a ship. This method also has

had success. The Gulf Oil Co. has carried out more than 1000 gravity

measurements on the Continental Shelf of the Gulf of Mexico to a depth

of 600 feet.
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SICTIO I

PRUWLU14 MEASUREMENTS AT SEA

1.1 The methods for the gravity measurements at sea, mentioned

above either give a too low accuracy (boiling-point thermometer and

Haalck's gravimeter) or can be used only in shallow waters (diving

bell and underwater gravimeter). Therefore it is very good that one

instrument or type of equipment exists which can give us gravity

valuea with a sufficient accuracy in the open oceans. This is the

pendulum apparatus of Tening Meiness, which at least so far is the

only successful instrument for this purpose, As, however, this method

requires not only a great deal of time but also a submarine, a gravi-

meter which could be used in a surface boat would be enormously

important. As such instrument does not exist at least by now I will

explain briefly the principles of the Vening Meiness pendulum

apparatus.

1.2 The differential equation of a free swinging pendulum is

Sd + sin 0=

where p is the phase angle of the pendulum and t, the "mathematical"

length of it. Asu is always very small, we can write W instead of

sin W so that we get

&• + f=0
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This equation presumes, however, that the pendulum is in fact

"free". This is true only, if the suspension point is absolutely

stable, which is very seldom the case. 3ven if we use low concrete

pillars as base for the pendulum apparatus, the pillar and with it the

suspension edge of the pendulum apparatus begin to sway.

1.3 In this case the pendulum is no more free, and its equation

is

24 +f +~m

where, a, is the horizontal acceleration of the edge of the pendulum

in the swinging plane of it. The sway brings about difficulties which

are already found in the gravity measurements on dry land. At seao it

is so dangerous that no gre-vity measurements from the surface boats

can be carried out. Even in t1,e submarines one has to use a special

type of pendulum apparatus.

1.4 Vening Meinesz uses two pendulums of equal length which are

swinging in the same plane and in opposite directions, with the phase

difference 180°.

1.5 Supposing that the lengths of two pendulums are eand £, and

the phase angles are % and f , we get the equations:
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If now Cl- ex- e and we subtract the second equation from the first

one, we get

d t" (q "%) =o

In this way we have eliminated the effect of the disturbing

acceleration, a, and that is the fundamental principle of this

method. In combining two pendulums, swinging in the same plane, we

get a fictitious, undisturbed free pendulum with the "mathematical"

length, . and with the phase angle ( -

1.6 If £.•and e, would be exactly equal this effect would be

completely eliminated, but since it is not quite so, we get a small

disturbing term, which murat be considered.

Pig. 1 Vening Meiness uses three pendulums, swinging
in the same plane. The middle pendulum 2 is
immobile at the beginning while pendulums 1
and 3 have opposite phases. In combining the
pendulums 1 and 2 as well as 2 and 3 we get
two Ofictitiousm pondiulaws which are free
frm the horisontal acceleration of the
submarine.

1.7 It is still better to use throe pendulums of equal length,

swinging in the same plane. If their phase angles are qt±, 4. and (p3o

VADC TR 52-97 3
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we got Ale fictitious pendulums with the phase angles (ij cpa) and

(CPa - fp 3 ) and theref are a control, In the beginngng of the

measurements the middle pendulum (phase .agle cpa) Is Immobile and the

ethers are in extreme opposite pbeitions. After a little while the

middle pendul•us begin to swing too, because of the sway, althouCh

its swinging angle is small. (Fig. 1 auz2ohov the principle of the

Yening Moiness threo pendulum apparatus).

1.8 This instrument vill be installed in a submarine, which dives

for the measurements to a depth of 30 to 50 a. Since there are

several other disturbing effects the apparatus and the measuring

procedure is more complicated. In this connection it will be enough

to mention that these Aiturbiag effects can be considered so that

the accuracy of the sea gravity measurements is of the order of 2 agal.

box. The -ry 1- 2 and 3

angles (q), va repctvl (C'", CPU an I 2

- - -11 ,

:: i i l~l•I i Il

The prisnm.so and, b. are fastened to the
additional pendulum which can swing in the swinging
plans of the principal pendulums. The ray
registers the tehperature of the air and the reo 5
the inclination of the aniswing plane in respect

to the vertical plane.
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1.9 In order to got suck asevray we suet registor besides the

eviuglu angles Cyo ý ) and (IF - y) atep tin twiniftg aingle q?

In regards to an addItiemal highly impozed pendulum swinging In a~

parallel plaea. to the swinging plane of thes principal poadulums.

?Mes record to necessary because of the 1acowql.te Isochroaism of the

peafulums as wall as for reduoclag the ewinging eangles to the isfinidte

small angles, Another daqmpeed pemftlo which swings In the plans

perpendicalar to the swinging plaze ef Noe other pendulums gives us

the pessible incllmaties of the swisgiag plea. of the principal

1.10 A great deal has beem written about the Browne's term,

discovered In, 1937 by B. C. Browne fzem the University of Cambridge,

3nglamd, This Is the-effect for a few second order £istUxbances,

caused by the wave movements of the ocean which for strong movements

can rise to many ugala, In same cases even to 30 - 40 mgl. In

general., however, It is mach smaller, a few mgals only. The effect

of Brewne 'a term has been considered in *Af tht4 American sand Europesa,

gravity measurements at sea.
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S31CTI CI I I

EDNWCTICE 07 TBE GRAVITY MEASUROUUTS AT S3k

2.1 As all gravity measurementsalso the gravity measurements

at sea have to be reduced to the sea level. The reductions in the

case of ocean measurements are the followiag:

2.2 At first it has to be considered that gravity has been

measured in a submarine aboat 30m below sea level so that the free air

reduction with the oppesite sign has to be employed to reduce gravity

from the observation point in the submarine to sea level.

2.3 The attractien ef the water layer betveen 'station" and sea

level has to be considered., Since this water layer is situated abeve

the station, it diminishes the gravity by the sane amount as it

increases the gravity at sea level. In order to find the gravity

ef the sea level ve have to add t the effect of the water layer.

2.4 The reduction to sea level therefore is

Ut, 2 0 le t- -m- (1 -l.a )t -.- 0.2225 t al

where t Is the depth of the "station* iLnmeters* , thr eaWtkrI radiws

N oft7ati, b I•, m. w' te mu 4bin .f bjL6 thl on", d6*eit4 of 40 ewth.

11 10 aeMs that 1 38 m4 00m $Us RdOsttas 18 w60 M * 861•5

SM& we get the srpatw wVS1*. M Us MW su•rse. Sims A11 mis~ee

is Wi sesas Arib •ittM Aevul1Sbh- s:. asg tWat Mj belw tW&
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geeid level, the gravity values obtained in this way cam be

used for the determination of the earth shape.

2.5 Furthermore, the mass anomalioe ef the ocean waters have to

be considered. Since the density of water (1,03) is lower than that

of the earth crust (2,67) the observed gravity must be toe small and

we have to add the influence of mass on density, 6" = 2,67 - 1,03 - 1,64

to the observed gravity value. This reduction is similar to a Bouguer

reduction and is given by

+- k!11 T u + 090688 x t' mgal (t'in meter)2 b. r

where 6" - 1,64 and t' the depth of the sea water at the observation

point. If t' - 4000 m, then this reduction amount, to + 275 mgal.

2.6 If we add this "Bouguer reductien" to the observed gravity

then the reduced gravity becomes much too large in comparison to

gravity values on the continent at the same latitude. This indicates

most clearly, that the mass anomalies of the oceans are isostatically

compensated by the subterranean mass anomalies. For this reason

gravity measurements at sea have to be reduced isostatically, which is

quite simple, excepting ocean deeps and the areas close to steep coasts.

Its amount will generally not be very different from the "Bouguer

reduction,. but its sign is negative.

2.7 ie et teomut4• the E6tvas-effect, which is brought

about by tMe msot-west velocity of the submarine. The east velocity

of the sunarine increases the centrifugal Com of the vessel and this

diminishes the observed gravity.
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In order to determine this eAst or vest velocity component and

the centrifugal force caused by it, we must know the velocity sad the

course of the subaarine and of the ocean streams, If z is the angular

east velocity of the earth, the centrifugal aefelerattes eaiuspd by tt, a

equals

Stj 2 . r and dc = 20 rdo,

vhere r is the distance from the earth's axis.

Then

dg -- de coo0 V 2 coe go * rd&

2.8 If the eastern linear velocity component of the ship relative

to thq earth equals v, then, instead of rd•a the value v has to be

used and the change in gravity becomes

dg - 2wv coe cp

If p - 0 and v - 20 km/h w 555 cm/sec, then this so-called *1Stvys

effect" Is -81 agal. Therefore, in order to get this effect onl geal,

one has to determine v with an accuracy of approximately 250 a/h.

This can be difficult now and then because of the poor knowledge of

ocean currents, Owing to this fact the error of the gravity anomalies

at sea is greater-up to 5 'gal--than the gravity measurements them-

selves would presume,
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GRATIT NISUUIID CRUISU AT SMI

According to my knowledge the following gravity measuriag trips

at sea have been carried out so far.

3.1 The avi t seasuriaa triv. 2L Vezina Moenes.

1) In 1923 a gravity measuring trip from the Netherlands via the

Mediterraneaa and Red Sea to the Bast Indies.

2) Ia 1925 a similar trip to the lest Indies.

3) Is 1927 a world-wide trip from the Ietherlands via the Atlantis,

Pasama Canal, Hawaii and the Philippines to Java.

4) In 1928 a measuring trip in the Vest Indies and on the Caribbean

Sea under invitation of the Agencies of the United States,

5) In 1929 to 1930 an extensive measuring trip in the waters of the

Bast Indian Archipel; through these measurements Vening Nelness,

among other things, discovered the 8,000 km long belt of negative

gravity anomalies beginning south west of Sumatra. surrounding

Java and Celebes and continuing to the PM11ppines Deep.

6) In 1932 a measuring trip with the American scientists to tke Island

group of the West Indies.

7) In 1932 a measuring trip through the Atlantic as veil as a round

trip In the form of the figure eight around the Azores and

Madeira.

WAX TR 52-97 9



8) In 1934-5 fýroz the Netherlands vla Madeira and Cup Verde Islands

to Dakar, then to Pernambuco, South America, along the coast of

South America to Buenos Aires, then across the Atlantic to Cape

Town, then to Mauritius, to West Australia and lastly to Java.

This trip, &s long as the earth equator, took eight months and

was very rugged because he, like Odysseus during his time, had to

weather big storm*.

9) In 1937 one trip from the Netherlands to the West Indies and back.

10) After World War II Vening Meiness has carried out at least two

gravity measuring trips back and forth from the Netherlands to the

West Indies.

3•2 The Americ" Gravity Measurin• I

We have mentioned already the gravity measuring trips in 1928

and 1932 in which Vaning Meiness participated as an expert, In 1947

the Geophysical Laboratory of the Columbia University began under the

direction of Maurice liing an extensive gravity measuring program at

sia, This work has been supported by the Geological Society of America

and the United States Navy. Thsse measurements Include, according to

a letter which Prof. JWing h&s kin•ly sent to me:

1) June-July 1947, 10 observations off the northeast coast of the

United States.

2) Sept.-Get. 19479 86 stations off the west coast of South America.

3) Oct.-i947, 56 atations off the northeast coast of South America.

4) Feb, 1948, 180 stations in the waters off the Bha Islands.

5) WayJuno 1948, 118 stations off the southeast coast of the United

state*,

WADC TR 52-97 10



6) Aug.-Dec. 1948, 260 stations. San Diego-Rawaii-Anstralia--Japan-

Hawaii.

7) Dec. 48-Jaan, 1949, 103 stations, Pearl Harbor-Australia-tuam.

8) Mar.-Apri 1949, 72 stations, off the West Coast of Central America.

9) Jul.-Sept. 1949, 142 stations, off the West Coast of North America

to Chukchi Sea.

10) Dec. 49-Apr. 1950, 155 stations, Hawaii-Japan-Philippines-Hawaii.

11) June-JulY 1950, 108 stations, Ekwaii-Paaea-Now London.

12) Mar.-April 1951, 39 stations, New London-Moditerranean.

13) May 1951, 33 stations, Mediterranean-Norfolk.

14) July-Aug. 1951, 105 stations, San Dieoo-l[awaii-Japea.

15) Jan. 1952. 43 stations, off the Glf of Maine.

3.3 Otr ravit N •Msurint Trive at Sea

1) Un 1931 an Italian expedition in the Western Basin of the

Nediterranmsa,

2) In 1936 a French expedition, also In the Western Part of the

Mediterranean. (In both these gravity measuriag trips VeaTog

Meiness participated as an expert.)

3) In 1930, 1933 two Russian gravity measuring trips in the Black

Sea.

4) In 1934. 1935 two Japanese gravity measuring trips carrying out

twelve profiles across the Nippon Trench east of Japan.

5) Several British gravity measuring trips in the waters surrourling

tho British Isles.
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6) In 1950 & Spanish gravity measuring trip from Spain to the Canar7

toles.,

7) In 1951 a British expedition in the eastern basin of the

Mediterranean.

3.4 I think that this list is not complete but it conrtius in any

case the bulk of the gravity measurements at sea carried out by now.

It shows also that the interest in these measurements ts universal.

The outstanding individuals involved in these studies are. besides

Tening Meiness, the inventor of this method, Professors Maurice Boing

and Lemar Worzel.

WADC TE 52-97 12



CBJlCTle TO TM OCRWIC (M"2

4.1 In spite of thm obvious success the gravity meaeurements at sesa

have had and of the universal significance of them for the geodetic

sad geophysical applications of gravity a8omalies I have been told

about same objections to the gravity measurements at soe in general.

As far as I know, these objections have not been published. But as I

have heard, certain individu4s speak of them on several oceaslons

and they may have been mentioned in moms Interagency circulars in the

United States. Therefore, it might-be advisable to discuss them

briefly.

4.2 Firs t o: Gravity measurements at sea go very slowly,

in fact so slowly, that one submarine can carry out only seven

gravity measurements a month.

;J truth is: As I have mentioned already, Vening Meiness

made in 1934-35 a gravity measuring trip from Holland to Dakar, South

America, Cape Town, Australia and Java during eight months. He

measured gravity at least at 200 stations, or an average of 25

stations a month despite very bad weather conditions and in spite of

the fact that the speed of his submarine was not very high.

According to him, a submarine expedition can measure 6n the average

three gravity points a day &t an laterval at 80 km. According to

Dr. Worzel the Columbia group made last year a gravity measuring trip
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from New London to Gibraltar in 11 days, measuring gravity at 33

stations. It cee back from Gibraltar to New London in 11 days$

measuring gravity at 35 stations. Another trip from San Diego to

Tokyo with 105 gravity measurements took only 25 days. The

experience obtained thereby has shown that three to four gravity

measurements can be carried out a day if the distance between the

points is not more than 100 km. If we say that the capacity of a

submarine expedition, under the mentioned conditions, is 100 stations

a month we at least do not promise too much. If the interval of

stations is less, e.g. 30 km about tvice as many points can be

measured.

4.3 Second Objection: To carry out the additional gravity

measurements at sea which are needed fwr a geodetic application of the

world-wide gravity field vould require 20 years if only one submarine

is available.

The t 'is: All needed additional measurements for the

general gravity anomaly map of the world can be easily carried out

in two years by ame subm&rine expedition. A fairly good anomaly map

can already be obtained on the basis of the new gravity measurements

taken by a single submarine expedition during one year.

4.4 XW _oket 0 Y.e gravity measurements at sea are

erreneous. Why? Because the gravity anomalies at sea are

systematically positive,
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The truth is: The gravity anomalies at sea are in fact more

positive than negative. Of 844 gravity anomalies measured by Vening

Meinesz at sea 471 anomalies are positive and only 373 anomalies are

negative. (F.A. Vening Meines., Gravity Expeditions at Sea,

1923-1938, Vol. IV).

The gravity anomalies are in large areas of the oceans

positive, but there are also extensive areas where they are negative.

The oceans seen not to be very different from the continents. As we

know, in large parts of Europe the gravity anomalies are systematically

positive and e.g. in India In. large areas they are negative. Nobody

however, bha slaimed, by now that because gravity anomalies, e.g. in

Europe are systematically positive all European gravity measurements

are strongly erronecre.

If we claim that the gravity measurements at sea are erroneous

because positive gravity anomalies have been obtained it Is quite

similar to saying that because the thermometer reading last December

was more than 60° one day in Columbus, th thermometers, of

Columbms are erroneous.

The gravity anomalies are on large areas systematically positive

or negative because there exist deep seated disturbing layers in the

earth interi6r which brimg then about.

14.5 !arth obJection: The accuracy of the gravity measurements

at sea ti very low, because of some error sources which have not been

considered.
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The 1 trt.ie: According to Vening Meines: and Worsel the

mean error of these measurements is about 3-5 mgal. and still smaller

if the speed of the ocean streams which has an influence on the

gravity measurements is known. A good evidence for the accuracy

of the gravity measurements at sea is the 'fact that in the Easet Coast

Area of the United States the gravity anomaly terms of the Ocean area

agree--according to Worzel--completely with the gravity anomaly

curves of the near-lying flat land. No systematical difference

between the gravity anomalies on inland and at sea had been found*
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Commanding General Washington 25, D.C.
Special Weapons Command
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico 1 Commanding Officer

Engineer Res. and Dev. Labs.
Commanding Officer The Engineer Center
Holloman Al Base Fort Belvoir, Virginia
ATTN: 6540th Missile Test Wing
New Mexico 1 Commanding Officer

Army Map Service Library
Washington AF Eng. Field Office Corps of Engineers
Room 4949, Main Navy Bldg. 65b0 Brooks Lahe
Dept. of the Navy Washington 16, D.C.
Washington 25, D.C.

1 Commandant
National War College
Washington Z5, D.C.
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Cys Activities Oj Activities

1 Director 1 U.S. Geological Survey

Special Devices Center 1033 Interior Bldg., No

Office of Naval Research Washington 25, D.C.

ATTN: Visual Design Branch 940
Sands Point Others

Port Washington, L.I., N.Y.
10 Ohio State University Research Found.

Hydrographer Mapping and Charting Research Lab.

U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office 2593 West Hardin Road

Department of the Navy Columbus 10, Ohio

Washington 25, D.C.
1 North American Aviation, Inc.

i Officer in Charge ATTN: Aerophysice Library

U.S. Naval Photographic 12214 Lakewood Blvd.

Interpretation Center Downey, California

Naval Receiving Station
Washington 25, D.C. 1 Northrop Aircraft, Inc.

ATTN: Mr. John Northrop

Other US. Government Agencies Hawthorne, California

Central Intelligence Agency 1 RAND Corporation

ATTN: Office of Collector of 1500 4th Street

Documentation, Control Santa Monica, California
No. CD-A-18831

2430 E Street, N.y.
Washington 25, D.C.

I Director
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
Commerce Department
Washington 25, D.C.
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